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worked in that, line. And I know other. who with whom it is exactly reversed.
(not clear)

We hou1d learn in what way we can serve the Lord beat and then atop out. Depart.

Start to go on in our wilderness journey.

Well, now, capital "C" is the organization of the march.

C. OrgaAization of the March.

That is Numbers 10:14-28. The Organization of the !larch. And here we

have fifteen 15 verses in which we are told the order in which the various

tribeä came. Their order, their arrangement, who was the leader of each section.

I ai not going to take time now to read these 13 verses with you, but it in

important to note that God considered it worth while in this book for our
B?

direction, this me am bopkfor our guide book. in our Christian life, lie thought

it vorth while to put down the precise order and arrangmecnt of the txarch, and

the rame of leader names of the leaders of the different sections. And I

think that that being the ease, we aka 'i- should take "1" under this -

1. The Importance of O*genization,

The Iiptfttance of Organization. The Lord thought it important enough

to give these 15 verses, even though Re had already named these same heads of

the tribes when ey gave their gifts in a previous chapter, and in s. still

earlier chapter whán they- took the eaaus. And lie had described at Sinai wa

what order they were to march in. Now Re describes that they did march.-in that

order previously listed there. Organization has a great importance in the

accomplishment of anything. If we orajize our tif lives we can accomplish far

more than if we do things more or lass helter-skelter. It's pretty hard to make

a hard and fast arrangement because there are circumstances that alter it, and

we have to ha ready to dash to .4v..-- circumstances, as they develop. But

the more we can make a definite organization and stick to it, the more we will.

accomplish for Cod.

And under the "1" than I put. snail "a"

a " Organization is Necessary to avoid chaos. It is necessary

to avoid chaos. There are some tter of organization it that .i& don't matter
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